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Ionization balance in EBIT and tokamak plasmas
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~Presented on 22 June 2000!

The equilibrium state in tokamak core plasmas has been studied using the relative intensities of
resonance x-ray lines, for example Lya ~H-like!, ‘‘ w’’ ~He-like!, and ‘‘q’’ ~Li-like ! from test ions
such as Ar115, Ar116, and Ar117. A full spatial analysis involves comparison of the line intensities
with ion diffusion calculations, including relevant atomic rates. A zero-dimensional model using a
global ion loss rate approximation has also been demonstrated by comparison with the data collected
from a Johann configuration spectrometer with a charged coupled device~CCD! detector. Since the
lines are nearly monoenergetic, their intensities are independent of the instrument sensitivity and are
directly proportional to the ion abundances. This method has recently been applied to Ar in the
Oxford electron beam ion trap~EBIT! with a beam energy in the range 3–10 keV. Taking into
account the cross sections for monoenergetic electron collisions and polarization effects, model
calculations agree with the observed line ratios at 4.1 keV beam energy. This work will be expanded
to provide nomograms of ionization state versus line intensity ratios as a function of EBIT beam
energy. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1324755#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, comparison of the x-ray emission spec
from highly ionized argon in the Joint European Tor
~JET!, tokamak with the same emission lines in an elect
beam ion trap,1–3 namely the Oxford EBIT,4 indicates the
relative ionization balance in these very different plasmas
is argued that as in tokamaks the relative ion abundance
an EBIT are determined not only by atomic collision pr
cesses but also by a characteristic loss timetZ . The physical
interpretation of this loss parameter depends on the opera
conditions in these two plasmas.

Particle loss rates from tokamaks are often establis
through a study of the time and space dependence of
relative ion abundances of injected or intrinsic test ions. T
concentrations of the ions are given by a solution of
coupled equations

]nZ

]t
52¹.GZ1ne~nZ21SZ212nZSZ

1nZ11aZ112nZaZ!2
nZ

tZ
1gZ ,

whereSanda are the appropriate ionization and recombin
tion coefficients whilet andg are the nondiffusive loss an

a!Electronic mail: nicol.peacock@ukaea.org.uk
b!Attached to the Department of Physics, University of Leicester, LE1 7R

UK.
c!Present address: Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Scie
Center, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK.
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influx terms, respectively. Given that the local flux of ions
charge statez, atomic numberZ, is described by a diffusive
~D! and convective (V) equation

GZ52D~r !¹nZ~r !1V~r !nZ~r !,

then profiles of theD and V coefficients are selected tha
give computed emission profiles in agreement with the m
sured radial distribution of the ions.

It is the practice to measure a restricted range of line
continuum radiances and fit these data to an ion trans
code such as SANCO5 which can encompass a releva
atomic data base such as ADAS.6,7 It is common to assign
the convection term the form

V~r !522
D~r !rS

a2
,

where S is the dimensionless ‘‘pinch’’ parameter,8 and 0
,S,3. Uncertainties in the transport and atomic phys
modeling as well as errors in the absolute radiances m
these detailed transport simulations a complex, lengthy,
often error-prone procedure. A simpler algorithm is to rela
the ion balance, through intensities of resonance emis
lines from successive ion charges, to a global ion confi
ment time,tZ ,

]nZ

]dt
52

nZ

tZ
1gZ1ne~nZ21SZ21

2nZSZ1nZ11aZ112nZaZ!,

where

,

ce
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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DZ5
a2

~2.4221.4S!3tZ

.

In a tokamak such as JET with the minor plasma radius;1
m and with 0.05,DZ,0.5 m2s21, depending on the con
finement mode,tZ in the core plasma can vary between;0.2
s and a few seconds. Thusteq;1/aZ , the time to reach
ionization-recombination balance, isteq,tZ , and the rela-
tive ion abundance is only temperatureTe dependent. For
smaller tokamaks like COMPASS the ionization balance
Cl has been demonstrated9 to betZ dependent in lossy plas
mas withteq.tZ .

The object of this article is to apply the same princip
to an EBIT plasma where again ionization balance is
interest10,11 and considerable effort has been expended
writing ionization balance codes.12,13 In the present article
we deal with a version of the ionization balance code term
OXGAS.14 Analogously in the case of the EBIT we can d
fine a losstZ where

1

tZ
5

1

tesc
1

1

teq
,

and tesc is the escape time from the trap which depends
such factors as evaporative cooling10 and gas flow, trap po-
tential, and beam energy. However,teq depends only on mo
noenergetic electron collision rates such as ionization, ra
tive recombination, and charge exchange with neu
thermal argon atoms. The highly charged ions are assu
to visit all regions in the EBIT trap. In the case of resonan
between multiply excited levels and the beam energy, die
tronic recombination also has to be admitted. The arg
emission features studied here are then52→1 resonance
lines of Li-like, He-like, and H-like ions as indicated i
Table I. The term diagram for the He-like ions and the L
like ion satellites and their labels15 are as indicated in Fig. 1

II. ION ABUNDANCES FROM Ar SPECTRAL LINE
EMISSION „MAXWELLIAN EXCITATION …

Except in the presence of non-Maxwellian electr
beams16 in tokamaks, magnetic confinement emission is i
tropic and unpolarized. In the x-ray region, line splitting d
to induced Lorentz electric fields and Zeeman splitting
sulting from the main toroidal field is small relative to ma
motion spectral shifts. The line radiance from a tokamak
terms of the volume emissivitye i j and then the ion abun
danceqZ is given by

TABLE I. Argon emission lines analyzed in this work.

Ion Label l ~Å!

ArXVIII Ly a1
3.7311

ArXVIII Ly a2
3.7365

ArXVII ‘‘ w’’ 3.9490
ArXVII ‘‘ x’’ 3.9657
ArXVII ‘‘ y’’ 3.9693
ArXVII ‘‘ z’’ 3.9943
ArXVI ‘‘ q’’ 3.9810
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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I i j 5
e i j

4p
5neqZRi

Ai j

( Ai j
hn i j ,

whereRi , the relative excited state population, can be c
culated using the ADAS population structure code.

Sample spectra of ArXVIII and ArXVII from the JET
tokamak are indicated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. T
relative abundances of argon ions@Fig. 4 ~top!# and the as-
sociated line intensities@Fig. 4 ~bottom!# in JET discharge
#33311 are calculated using the SANCO ion transport c
with the ADAS atomic physics package. The transport co
ficients D(r ) and V(r ) shown in Fig. 4 have been derive
previously by fitting to the transient spectral signature
injected test ions. The ratio of ‘‘q/w’’ assumes considerable

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram ofn51→2 transitions in ArXVI and
ArXVII.

FIG. 2. JET spectrum of ArXVIII Lya1,2
using a Ge~111! double crystal

spectrometer with collimation resulting inl/Dl'3500.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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significance since the upper states of each line are popu
directly from the ground states of adjacent ion charges,

I q

I w
5

n~Ar115!

n~Ar116!
3

^sn&q

^sn&w
3

Aqg

( r 51
` Aqr1Aqa

.

The last factor, the transition rate branching ratio, wh
takes into account the ratio ofAqg to the total decay and
Auger rates, is 0.942 for theI q line.17 In the temperature
range 200 eV,Te,20 keV the ratio of the excitation rate
^sn&q,w'1 whether usingR-matrix or the Born approxima
tion. Thus ^sn&q,w' f q,w and an assumption of equal io
abundances givesI q /I w;1. The ‘‘q/w’’ intensity ratio is
directly a measure ofN(Ar115)/N(Ar116) and reaches a
maximum of ;15% at the outer edge of the normalize
plasma radius. In the core withTe;5 keV, the ratio is
,1023. In magnetically confined fusion plasmas the ‘‘q/w’’
and ‘‘w/Lya1

’’ intensity ratios, calculated as shown in Fig
5 and 6, respectively, with ion confinement time as a para
eter, are directly related to the ionization balance which
the steady state is determined by diffusive equilibrium. Sin
in JET with multi-keV temperaturestZ typically exceeds 0.1
s, then the ‘‘q/w’’ intensity ratio is always close to the coro
nal value.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA ANALYSES
„BEAM EXCITATION …

In contrast to the tokamak plasma, emission from
EBIT is anisotropic18 and polarized19 about the monoener
getic beam direction. Considering for a moment the spati
integrated total line intensityI i j , then

I i j 5
j e

e
s~e i j !N

1Z,

wheree is the beam energy,j e is the electron beam curren
density, ands is the electron-impact excitation cross-sectio
The ratio of lines ‘‘q/w, ’’ for example, is given by

FIG. 3. JET~#49704! spectrum of ArXVII n51→2 transitions and satel-
lites using the CCD Johann spectrometer with a Si~111! crystal.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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I q

I w
5

N~Ar115!

N~Ar116!
3

s~e!q

s~e!w
3

Aqg

( r 51
` Aqr1Aqa

.

Predictions using the OXGAS code for the Ar ion char
states in the Oxford EBIT with continuous gas feed are illu
trated in Fig. 7 for an ion trap integration time of 3 s. At
beam energy of 4.1 keV,

I q

I w
5

N~Ar115!

N~Ar116!
31.3130.932.

Assuming equal abundances of Ar115 and Ar116 the
‘‘ q/w’’ intensity ratio would therefore be 1.23. The exper
mental derivation of ion abundances from these lines
quires a serious consideration of the spatial variation of
intensity and polarization20,21 of the different transitions due
to the monodirectional beam excitation. In addition the cr
tal diffraction is polarization dependent.22 The observed line
intensity is thenI OBS5RiI i1R'I' , whereR is the crystal
reflectivity andI i , I' are the intensities of the polarization
parallel and othogonal to the beam, respectively. Genera

FIG. 4. Relative ion abundances~top! of argon ions and associated lin
intensities~bottom! in JET discharge #33311 at 57 s.Te(r /a50) is 4.8 keV
andne(r /a50) is 4.2310219 m23. The ion abundances are represented
the intensities of the resonance line Lya~Ar117), ‘‘w’’ (Ar 116), and ‘‘q’’
(Ar115) calculated by a diffusive equilibrium code~SANCO! with diffusive
and convective transport coefficients as shown~bottom!.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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R5R' /Ri5cosm2u with 1,m,2. In order to calculate the
effects of anistropy and polarization we need to conside
some detail the experimental setup.

The variable geometry, Johann configuration x-ray sp
trometer with CCD read-out23 has previously been used9,24 to
study emission spectra from the JET and COMPASS to
maks. The CCD spectrometer with its capability for lo
signal integration times and low noise is in fact even m
ideally suited to the present application of the study of
EBIT. In the Johann geometry where the crystal radius is
diameter of the Roland circle (RC52r ), the waveband, sen
sitivity, and resolving power are interdependent and dep
on the spatial dimensions of the source. For extended sou
such as tokamaks theF/no., i.e.,w/R, is equally filled for a
range of wavelengths satisfying the Bragg condition. In c
trast, the EBIT ‘‘point source’’ was arranged in the prese
experiments to be within the Rowland circle as indicated
Fig. 8, in order to achieve a finite bandwidth, albeit at t
expense of sensitivity. The dispersion plane is orthogona
the axis of the EBIT.

The angular bandwidth is thenDF5(w sinu/b)2(w/R)
1(x/b) wherew is the crystal width,x is the source width,u

FIG. 5. Calculated intensity ratio of ‘‘q’’ ~Li-like !/‘‘ w’’ ~He-like! emission
lines from argon as a function ofTe with tZ as a parameter.

FIG. 6. Calculated intensity ratio of ‘‘w’’~He-like!/Lya1
~H-like! emission

lines from argon as a function ofTe with tZ as a parameter.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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is the Bragg angle, andb is the distance between the sour
and the pole of the curved diffractor Si~111!. For the
Ar117,116 spectra shown,w'25 mm,R51394 mm, (x/b) is
negligible, andDu'331023. Thus the bandwidthDl'20
mÅ, which in contrast to the tokamak viewing geometry
insufficient to cover the wholen5221 emission spectrum
from Ar116. The spectrum shown in Fig. 9 is a compos
DlCOM5Dl11Dl21Dl3 , whereDl1,2,3 are exposures a
different source positions and diffraction from different, l
cal ~;1 mm! regions of the crystal curvature. This will affec
somewhat the relative line intensities. The resolving pow
of the spectrometerl/Dl'3500 as can be seen from th
well-separated components of Lya1

2Lya2
55.5 mÅ in Fig.

10.
Introducing the polarization factorP5(I i2I')/(I i

1I'), where I i1I'5I (90°) and where the intensity18

viewed orthogonal to the beamI (90°)53Ī /(32P), then the
relative intensities of two different lines from the same i
species are given by

FIG. 7. OXGAS predictions of the relative abundance of argon ions a
function of beam energy forB52.7 T, j e550 mA andN(Ar!'105 cm23.
The gas feed rate is continuous and the counts integrated over a 3 speriod.

FIG. 8. Optical layout of the CCD spectrometer on the EBIT source
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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I a

I b
5

~11Pa!1R~12Pa!

~11Pb!1R~12Pb!
3

32Pb

32Pa
3

sa

sb
.

The first factor on the rhs accounts for the different crys
reflectivities25 to the' and i components while the secon
factor is the fraction ofI (90°) to the total emission.

Inserting the total cross sections for excitation by el
tron impact for the He-like ArXVIIn5221 lines and adopt-
ing the polarization parameters suggested by Beiersdo
et al.,21 the calculated relative intensities for ‘‘w,’’ ‘‘ x,’’
‘‘ y,’’ and ‘‘ z’’ in the orthogonal plane are as indicated in Fi
11. Assuming a crystal reflectivity25 R50.201, then the cal-
culated relative intensities after diffraction are also sho
and can be compared with the data in Fig. 9. The effec
polarization in the adopted geometry is to substantially s
press the triplet ‘‘x’’ and ‘‘ y’’ lines. The observed ‘‘z’’ in-
tensity and the important Ar115/Ar116 charge state indicato
ratio ‘‘q’’/‘‘ w’’ are less affected. Applying the same analys
to the ‘‘q’’/‘‘ w’’ intensity ratio, we have

FIG. 9. EBIT spectrum ofn52→1 transitions in ArXVII and ArXVI at
eb57.0 keV.

FIG. 10. EBIT spectrum of Ar Lya1,2
at eb57.0 keV.
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I q

I w
5

N~Ar115!

N~Ar116!
31.3130.932

3
~11Pq!1R~12Pq!

~11Pw!1R~12Pw!
3

32Pw

32Pq
.

Inserting values forPw50.6, Pq50.33, andR50.201, then
I q

I w
50.9573

N~Ar115!

N~Ar116!
.

Predictions of the OXGAS code14 for the appropriate oper
ating conditions ofeb54.1 keV, trap potential5400 V, B
52.7 T, j e550 mA, and 3 s integration time with continu
ous Ar gas feed gives values ofN(Ar115)/N(Ar116) be-
tween 0.17 and 0.19 for a neutral Ar density parameter
13103 and 43105 cm23. The code is therefore in excellen

FIG. 12. Intensity of ArXVIII Lya1
as a function of beam energy compare

to OXGAS predictions withB52.7 T, j e5100 mA, N(Ar!'105 cm23, and
VT5400 eV.

FIG. 11. Calculated relative intensities of then51→2 transitions in
ArXVII from an EBIT with eb54.1 keV. The effects of emission anisotrop
on the viewing angle and on reflection from the Si~111! crystal are shown.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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agreement with the experimental ratio of 0.2. At higher be
energies, above 5 keV, the code seems to overestimate
degree of ionization in the trap. This can be appreciated
comparing the montonically decreasing ArXVIII ion abu
dance with beam energy predicted by the code with the m
sured intensity of ArXVIII Lya ~Fig. 12!. The experimental
data shows, in contrast, a maximum at abouteb58 keV.

An attempt has been made to relate the ion abunda
in EBIT to a global loss term in the same manner as
tokamak plasmas. However, in tokamaks the neutral fuel
flux and the electron density are related. The situation in
EBIT is more complex since herene andN(Ar0) have to be
separately specified. We choose the related paramete
N(Ar0)/ j e5R as a ratio parameter which describes a 3
surface with ion abundance and beam energy. Figure 1
lustrates such a calculation for specific values of the EB
operational parameters.

IV. SUMMARY

The use of appropriate ion abundance codes for pred
ing the relative intensities of the mainn52→1 resonance
lines in H-, He-, and Li-like ions of argon in Maxwellian an
beam-excited plasmas appears to be justified. With a c
temperature,Te(r /a50)!1 keV in a tokamak, ‘‘q/w’’ can

FIG. 13. Global loss model ofN(Ar115)/N(Ar116), the relative ion abun-
dances~top! and ‘‘q’’ ~Li-like !/‘‘ w’’ ~He-like!, and the relative line intensi-
ties ~bottom! in an EBIT trap as a function of beam energy with the lo
time as a parameter.N(Ar0!513105 cm22, j e54.23103 A/cm22, and Ti

51.0 keV.
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be of the same order as observed in the EBIT with a be
energy of 4.1 keV, ionization-recombination equilibrium b
ing a good approximation for well-confined plasmas in bo
sources. In tokamaks, the concept of a global loss rate
applications to the diagnostic use of the relative resona
line intensities to determine diffusive equilibrium coeffi
cients. In an EBIT plasma the model is less readily app
cable and requires multidimensional parameter fitting. G
bal loss rates may be so low relative to the source influx te
that ion abundance equilibrium is never reached. In the
posite situation where the trap is leaky with a leak rate on
same time scale as the ionization rates, then the calcul
nomograms of relative line intensities versus beam ene
may be useful in establishing the actual mechanisms of
loss processes.
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